ON LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS WITH
INVARIANT MEANS
H. LEPTIN

In two recent papers [5], [6] I considered certain conditions for
locally compact groups and I mentioned at the end of [6] that there
might be close connections between these properties and the theory
of groups with invariant means. The purpose of the present note is to
study these relations. Among other things, I will prove that (with
the notation of [6]) 7(G) = 1 implies that G is amenable (i.e., has an
invariant mean) and that amenability
of G is equivalent to G being a
7C2-group in the sense of [5]. Concerning
the remark at the end of
[6], M. Kneser pointed out to me that 7(G) >1 implies 7(G) =».
Indeed, it is almost immediate that
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for arbitrary compact sets A and B in G. The group G = SL(2, R)
shows that the answer to the question in the second remark is "no":
If H is the solvable subgroup of triangular matrices in G, then G\77 is
compact, 7(77) = 1, but 7(G) = oo, because G is not amenable. •
I wish to thank Professors P. Eymard,
F. P. Greenleaf and H.
Reiter for helpful comments
and for bringing to my attention
a
couple of relevant papers.

1. Let G be a locally compact group with left invariant Haar measure dx. The Haar measure of a measurable subset X of G is denoted
by | X\. We start with a series of conditions for G:
(A) For every e > 0 and every compact KEG there exists a compact set

UEG such that \KU\<il
Using the invariant

+e) \ U\.

7(G) introduced

in [6], this means 7(G) = 1.

(B) G is amenable.
This means that there exists a nontrivial left invariant mean on the
Banach space of all complex valued, bounded, continuous functions
on G. F. Greenleaf proved in [3] and [4], that this is equivalent
to
the existence of invariant means on any one of the following spaces:
7,°°(G) = bounded measurable
functions,
Cru(G) = bounded right uniformly continuous
functions, CJG) = bounded two-sided uniformly
continuous functions.
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There are many other conditions all equivalent to (B) (for references see [3]):
(B1) Hulanicki's
condition.
All irreducible continuous unitary
representations 0/ G are weakly contained in the le/t regular representation X 0/ G in L2(G).
This condition is already satisfied if the trivial one-dimensional
representation
is weakly contained in X, which in turn is equivalent to
(B2) The constant/unction
1 is, on every compact set 0/ G, the uni/orm
limit 0/ positive definite functions of the form d>*<p*
with continuous functions <pwith compact carrier.
For a discussion of these and other properties of G see, e.g., [2,

§18.3].
(B8) Reiter's

condition.

For every compact KEG

there exists a function fEL1 (G) with f^Q, |/|i=l
all xEK.

and every e>0

and \j— f\ i<efor

Here xf is the function xf(t) =f(x~~1t) and | j 1 is the norm in L1.
(B4) Fixed point property.
If G acts a/finely on a compact convex
subset S 0/ a locally convex topological vector space, with the map
GX.S—+S continuous, then S contains a fixed point under the action 0/ G.

(B5) Folner's

condition.

For every compact set KEG

and every

e>0 there exists a compact set UEG such that \ xUA U\ <e-1 U\ /or all

xEK.
(XA Y is the symmetric difference of the sets X and Y.) Condition
(B5) is easily seen to be equivalent to
(C) For every K and t as in (B5) there exists a compact UEG with

I U\ >0 such that \U\/\xUC\U\

<l+e/or

all xEK.

These (i.e., (B), (B1) through (B5) and (C)) are the conditions
known all to be equivalent. Condition (C) can be weakened to
(Cb) There exists a constant B>1 such that /or every compact KEG
there exists a compact UEG with \u\>0
and | U\ /\xU(~\U\ <B /or

all xEK.
This is our condition
admissible

measures

(B) from [5, p. 113]. In [5] we defined p-

on G as positive

regular

Borel measures

that p*/EL"(G) for all /EL"(G); in short, ll^EL",

p^l.We

p such

proved

that every (CB) implies
(D) For all p ^ 1 every p-admissible measure on G is bounded.

Let p> 1 be fixed. Then (D) implies
(Dp) Every p-admissible measure on G is bounded.
For <pELx let Xp(</>)be the convolution operator on Zp, defined by
\p(<b)/=<p*/, and | \p(<p) | its operator-norm. So X„: 0—>XP(<£)
is the left
regular representation
of Z1 in Lp. Let X2= X. In [l] M. M. Day has
a condition which, in the case of groups, is closely connected with
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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(E) For every p^l
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and all positive 4>ELl

\Ki<t>)\
= Uli = J*4>dx.
Again, this may be weakened to
(Ep) For each positive (pEL1 one has \ \Pi<p) \ = | <£[1.
2. Now we investigate

the relations

among

the conditions

(A)

through (Ep) listed above.

Proposition
We prove

1. (A) implies (B).
(A)=>(C).

Let e, K and

U he as in (C) and assume

e = e2EK. For xEK we have KUDx UV)U, hence (l+e)|

^\xUVJU\ =\xU\ +\ U\ -\xUDU\
(l-e)\U\

^\xUDU\.

If e<i, this implies

\u\/\xUDU\
Proposition

< 1/(1 - e) < 1 + 2e.

2. The following schema of implications

1

(C)=^(CB)=^(D)

U\ ^\KU\

=2\ U\ - \ x UD U\. Therefore

=^(D2)
2 X

holds (p>l):

=^(E2)

^(DP)=|^(EP)===^(E)
Proof.

Implications

1, 4, 5 and 7 are trivial,

2 was proved in [5],

6 is a special

case of 8 and 3 follows from 7 and 8 for all p, 9 is a known

application

of M. Riesz's

convexity

theorem;

hence we need prove

only 8.
To prove (DP)=>(EP) assume that

(Ep) does not hold for G. Then

there exists (bEL1 with <£^0, fd>dx=\4>\i=l,

but |XP(0) <1. If 0K

is the wth power of d> in L1, we have \d>n\i= |</>|?= 1,

^Zt^iMli

= E"W \ = nt because all functions are positive. Hence 4>= ^™ (pk
is a positive measurable function which is not in L1 and so defines an
unbounded measure $>dx on G. Let us prove that <£is locally integrable
on G. Let q = p/ip — l) and take positive functions fELp and gEL"

with if\ g) =ffgdx>

1. If XoEK and XJ, x<lgare the left translates of/

and g we have (X(/| Xog)= if\ g) > 1 and because x—>(z/| Xog)is continuous, ixf\ Xog)> 1 for all x in a neighborhood
U(xo) of x. Let Xi, x2,

■ • • , xr be such that 7fCUJ_i C/(xs) and define h= E*=i XigEL".
Then it follows that for all xEK
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U\Xig)> i

if xE U(xi). Hence

\ MxS j Hx)(Tf\ h)dx = ) f ^(x)f(x~1y)h(y)dydx

= J (**f)(y)h(y)dy = (**/| h) < oo.
So $dx is an unbounded Borel measure
have for every positive /ELV

on G. On the other hand we

I **/|, = lim Z </>**/
v ^ lim Z I X,(*)*/|,
ft—»«o

i

».—»w

J

glim
Z1X,WH/1P= 1
iwLfl/l^
»-»« i
l — | xp(</>;
i
consequently

$dx defines a bounded

linear

transformation

from Lp

into itself. It follows that (Dp) is violated.
The

following

proposition

is the

main

step

towards

our

final

theorem:

Proposition
Proof.

3. (E2) implies (B1).

We must show that the one-dimensional

i: <£—n($) = /<pdx of Z1 (which

corresponds

tion i(x) = 1 of G) can be factored

*-representation

to the identity

representa-

by X. Let R be the C*-algebra

on

L2(G) generated by X(Z2) =A. Define k on A by k(K(<p))=i(<b). Then k
is a *-representation
of A and our proof will be finished if we can prove
that k is bounded in the operator norm of R.
If cpEL1 is positive, then (E2) yields

| Xf» | = j *|i = j

cbdx = if»

= k(X(<p)),

hence if z = x—y with x = X(<jf>),
y = \(\p),d> andip positive:

I k(z) I = | k(x) - K(y)| = | | x | -

| y ] | g | ac— y | = |z|,

i.e., k is bounded by 1 on the real algebra of all X(</>),<j>real in Z1.
Let i— ( —l)1'2. For real 0 and \f/ in Z1 we have
| X(d>- iip) | =

sup
I/IS-I

| (d> - id-) */|

2=

sup

| (<p + id/) */|2

1/12= 1

= sup I (0 + vp)* g |2 = I X(0+ if) I
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where / is the conjugate complex function
y = X(^), z = x-Wy and z = x —iy, we have

of/.

493

Then with x = X((/>),

I kzI ^ | kx| + \ «y\

= 1*1+ Iy\ -*(|« + *| + \z-z\)
£}(|s|

+ \z\ + |*|

+ \z\)

=2\z\,

therefore k is bounded by 2 and k can be extended to a continuous
♦-representation
k of P. Because i = kX, Proposition 3 follows.
The main results of this paper follow from the last two propositions:

Theorem

1. The conditions (B), (C), (CB) iany B>1),

(D), (Dp),

(E) and (Ep) are equivalent.
3. In general I do not know whether (B) implies (A) or not. But at
least for many important cases this is true:

Theorem
2. If G contains an open normal subgroup H which is
almost connected (i.e., H modulo the connected component of the identity
is compact), then (B) implies (A).
Proof. Assume G satisfies (B) and contains closed normal subgroups 77 and R such that G/77 is discrete, 77 is almost connected and

R is the radical of 77. From Corollary 2.2.3 in [3] it follows that H/R
is compact. Because R is solvable
rem 1 in [6] gives

we have 7(P) = 1, therefore

7(G) ^ 7(G//7)7(H/P)7(P)

Theo-

= /(G//J).

Hence it suffices to prove the theorem for a discrete group G. In this
case we use condition (C). Let K be finite in G, \K\ =n, and e>0.
There exists a finite set U in G such that

| xU D U | / ] U | > 1 - e/n
If we denote by A —B the complement

I U xU I
[^ U I

\u\

of B in A, it follows that

I U KJ { U ixU - xU D U)} |

xeK

K

\u\

I u\

-^ I xU - xU D U I

^ i + E J-j—j—xeK

for all x E K.

e

= i + » — = i + 6-

\U\

n

This means that (A) is satisfied and proves the theorem.
Added in Proof. Meanwhile Emerson and Greenleaf
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(A) for arbitrary

locally compact

groups, see Math.

Z.

102 (1967), 170-184.
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